
8 State Welfare Policy and the 
Juvenile Crime Debate 

In recent years politics and public debate in Western Australia have 
been dominated by two topics: the various forms of political impro- 
priety commonly hown as WA Ind, and juvenile mime. It is an 
interesting conjunction Both raise questions of personal and public 
morality; both require us to think hard about the structure and 
design of our social institutions. In the case of WA Inc the questions 
of personal and public momlity have now been asked and ans- 
wered-with general public approval-by the Royal Commission, 
though the institutional issues still require much further thought, of 
the kind pursued in this book 

There has been no Royal Commission' or anything like it into the 
juvenile crime question. A variety of parliamentary committees has 
considered aspects of the issue, but these have been superficial in 
both purpose and performance. Of course, the subject is not one 
which a Royal Commission could hope to deal with, since the issue is 
not one of the performance or abrogation of public duties. Neverthe- 
less, public concern about the issue is in part a concern to see that we 
make clear the requirements of citizenship in our society and that we 
foster a culture and morality in which 'marginalbed' young people 
both belong to and contribute positively to our shared social world. 
The first step by the Lawrence government in dealing with the prob 
lem, the 1992 Serious Repeat Offenders legislation, was a law and 
order' response, one which had widespread political and public sup 
port (protests from some in the welfare world notwithstanding). No- 
one feels comfortable about leaving the matter there, but once we 
move beyond that narrow focus the issues soon get lost in a fog of 
well-meaning woolly-minddness. 
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The argument to be presented in this chapter will be based upon 
a Ionger analysis currently in progress. In places it will be necessary 
to jump to conchsiuns which that analysis has not yet established. 
The justification for this is that in practical @icy matters it is imposs- 
ible to do nothing; to attempt to do nothing is to p e d t  things to go 
on as they have been going on, which may well be worse than leap 
ing to conelusiom. Where such leaps are taken they will be signalled 
as such 

The topic under consideration has been introduced under the 
heading of 'state welfare policy and the juvenile crime debate'. Both 
tern require discussion. The scope and limitations of state welfare 
will be consider& h due course. 'Juvenile a imet  is a matter of public 
importance partly in itself, but mainly because the phenomenon is a 
symptom of larger social changes and problems. This chapter is 
mainly about those larger matters. 'Juvenile crime' is the starting 
point only; it is a justifiable starting point because erfme data supply 
us with some important relatively hard evidence about the larger 
matters. 

The Crime Evidence 
As the accompanying charts show (see Figures 8.1-8.4), We common 
belief that Western Australia is experiencing a crime upsurge is 
correct, The evidence can be summarised as follows: 

In the last decade crime of most kinds has been increasing 
rapidly, according to police reports. Before 1984 the rate of rise 
was low. Since 1984 police reports of most types of crime have at 
least double  some have trebled; sexual assault reports have 
increased eight-fold. In 1991-92 alone, reports of sexual assault 
doubled. (By way of comparison, the state's population inaased 
by only about 25 per cent in the last decade.) 
The real a ime rate is of course not directly measurab1e. Reported 
crime is a good index of the real mime rate, so probably real a i m e  
has increased at much the rate that these figures suggest. 
Conviction rates are not a good index; for property offences, 
convictions by police have fallen well behind the reported a ime  
rates. However, serious personal crimes are being convicted at a 
rate close to the reported crime rate, and vehicles reported as 
stolen are rwovered at a rate close to the rate of reports: both of 
these facts indicate that reported aime corresponds to real crime. 
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~ ~ g u r e  8.1 : erlrnes Reporled to ~o11-w~ Assauk 
(Year ended 30 June) 
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Ffgure 8.2: Crimes Repotted to Poll-Rape (Sexual Assauh) 
(Year ended 30 June) 
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Flgure 8.3: Crlmes Reported to Poflni+Wbtor Vehicle TheR 
(Year ended 30 June) 
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Flgure 8.4: Crlmes Repotted ?o Poltce-Weak and Entering 
(Yser ended SO June) 
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Victim sumeys tend to suggest that real aime levels are higher 
than reported &me levels (perhaps twice as high), but, even so, 
we can take the changes in the rate of reported mime as rdecting 
changes in the real crime ra te?3 
The crime rise has occurred among both adults and juveniles. 
Juvenile crime is merely more visible and publicly shocking than 
adult crime. Most n i m e  is a i m e  by teenagers and young adults, 
aged between 14 and 22. 
The mime rise has o m &  in both rtual and urban areas, so it is 
unlikely to be a function of 'urbanisation'. 
Most crime--about 80-90 per cent-is male crime. The female 
crime rate is rising at least as fast as the male rate) though from a 
much lower base. 
Aboliginal youth is vastly 'over-represented' in the crime rise, 
and also in court appearances and the prison population. 
Some of this a i m e  rise is by 'serious repeat offenders', but even if 
we deduct their contribution there is still a serious crime rlse 
mcuning* 
Sentencing practices ('lenienw) may or may not have permitted 
the growth in the crime rate, but they are not a basic explanation 
of the rise. It is unlikely that 'tougher' sentencing will go far to- 
wards reducing the crime rate, though it may halt the crime 
ificrease. 
Policing practices have changed relatively little in the 19809, and 
so are unlikely to have contributed positively or negatively to the 
crime data. Poke numbers have fallen behind somewhat in pro- 
poltion to reported crimes, despite a fifty per cent increase in 
numbem since 1983. 

The Social Background 
Policy formation requires some account of the causes which lie b e  
hind these changes. If we misunderstand the causes, policy decisions 
may merely aggravate the problem Good Intentions are not enough; 
there is by now substantial evidence that government actions, most 
especially welfare policies, influence social life in all sorts of unfnten- 
ded ways. It will be contended here that well-meant but ill-con- 

93 On mime measurement see James Q. Wilson and Richard J. Hemstein, Ctime 
arrd H u m  Nature, New Yorkt Simon and %buster, 1985, pages 30-35. 



sidered government interventions at both national and State levels 
have played a large part in creating the crime rise. 

The (bi-partisan) Select Committee on Youth Affairs, in its 1992 
Discussion Paper No. 3, Youth and the Lau, includes a short discuss- 
ion of 'Causes of Offending', based on public submissions to the 
committee. The paper lists eight possible causes: family breakdown, 
unemployment, poverty, educnt ion&[ failure, child abuse, drug and alcohol 
abuse, underlying psychological or psychia f ric condikions, and wardship.94 
The list is a plsusible one, as far as it goes, though other possibilities 
need to be considered. To think sensibly about this sort of issue we 
need to be able to distinguish between correlates, conditions, causes 
and consequences. And to do this we need to look at the trends 
through the late 1970s and early-tomid 19809, the crucial period in 
which the crime rise seems to be rooted. 
We aIso need direct evidence on the lives and experience of 

offenders. This we nbw have, in a 1992 study of 409 young people in 
Longmore Remand and Detention Centre by psychologist Phil Watts, 
which was focused mainly on drug-taking behaviour and on suicidal 
tendencies, but which also collected data an family background. The 
study population was highly representative of young serious 
offenders: median age 15-46; 90 per cent male, 10 per cent female; 50 
per cent Aboriginal, 50 per cent not; 18 per cent at school, 10 per cent 
working, 72 per cent unemployed. Although they are a young group, 
34 per cent had been away horn school for at least two years.95 

In this present discussion, two assumptions will be made: that the 
1992 Lungmore group is typical of all serious juvenile offenders of 
the past decade; and that older offenders are similar to this group in 
most respects. Many of today's older offenders are of course the 
young offenders of yesterday; some are the older brothen and cous- 
ins of todays Tangmore group. 

Watts' study shows very high levels of unemploymenf (72 per 
cent), though such a young group would not normally be expected to 
be in the w o r ~ ~ r ~ e .  We can assume that most older offenders are 
also unemployd. Does this make unemployment an important cause 
of offending? Analysis of the period shows that, contrary to common 
belief, youth unemployment trends bear little relation to crime rates. 

94 Select Committe on Youth Affairs, Discussion Paper No. 3, Youth mrd the Lnm, 
1992, pages 10-13. 

95 Phil Watts, Youth in Custody Projecf: A Frcrfiie of Jumile qettders* Dsug Us? 
Pnflmns, b r t p o r e  Remand and Assessment Centre, DCS, May 1992, page 6. 
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As Figure 8.5 shows, in 1982-84 crime was low while unemp10pent 
was high. Between 1983 and 1988 unemployment fell as crime rose. 

Figure 8.5: Youth Unemployment Rates (Male) WA 
{Yew ended 30 June] 
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To say this is not to downgrade the importance of employment. 
Clearlyr since so many offenders are unemployed and since being 
employed makes people feel valued and part of a social order, it is a 
significant background condition to the problem. But to describe it as 
a background condition is to say that by itself it could not and did 
not produce the crime upsurge. The unemployment of the offenders 
may itself be a product of other factors; they may be--as many have 
said they are-unemployable. 

The facts about poverty are open to debate. On this subject we 
have to work from Australia-wide data, but on most such matters 
Western Australia is fairly typical. ABS data on changes in (pretax) 
income distributions in the 1980s show two trends: rapid gains by the 
highest income d d e  only; and heaviest losses to rniddle-income 
groups. The two lowest income deciles lost income share slightly, but 
their loss was only half that of the third and sixth dedles, and only a 



third that of the fourth and fifth declles. In, other words, bottom 
income groups gained at the expense of the middle, and all lost 
against the highest.g6 Taxation, of course, will tend to level off these 
apparent disparities, as also will non-cash benefits to pensioners and 
beneficiaries, making the lowest income deciles relatively better off. 
In general, since the mid-1970s welfare payments have more than 
held their value against innation, while wages have made little or no 
real gains. All of this does not add up to a picture of increasing 
immiseration of the poor. 

Youth incomes did fall in the 1980s, but since most offenders 
were unemployed this fall is irrelevant to them. The income fall will 
have raisd the relative value of unemployment benefits, making 
welfare subsistence more tempting. The replacement in 1988 of 
Unemployment Benefit for under-18s with a Job Search Allowance of 
lesser value may have lowered the incomes of some young people, 
but it comes too late to explain the mid-1980s chime rise. In the mid- 
1980s young unemployed were eligible for substantial benefits; this 
did not prevent a rapid upturn in the juvenile crime rate. 

There is a v e v  strong correlation between educafional failure and 
youth crime. Only 18 per cent of the Longmore survey p u p  were 
attending school; 34 per cent had not attended for two years. A 
Department for Community Senices survey found that '87 per cent 
of the children of compulsoty school age who had appeared in court 
five times or more had not been at school for a yeaf. It is said that 
most young offenders are unable to read or write." 

Some hold that this failure is being brought about by processes in 
the schools; others that it has its origin outside school, mostly in the 
family. It is said by those of the first view that 'the education system 
through large dass sizes, inappropriate teaching methods and lack of 
individual support leads to poor a&ievers falling behind', causing 
them to give way to despair and anger.98 Was support for such stu- 
dents withdrawn in the 1980s? It would seem not. Expenditure per 
secondary skudent per year did not fall: dass sizes did fall. Retention 
rates rose dramatically (for males as well as females) between 1980 
and 1991-just when offenders were dropping out of s c h o ~ l . ~  No- 
one thinks that schoo1 standards and expectations rose much in this 
period; many think that they fell, so offenders are unIikely to have 

96 ABS# Social Irrdi&m 5, Table 6.1 .I, page 244. 
97 Youth rmd the Lattl, up. d t ,  page 11 ,. 
98 Ibld,pagelZ 
99 ABS, S o d  Indimlots 5, EIgure 4.1.3, page 120. 
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been 'pressured' out of the school system by excessive academic 
demands. 

The alternative view is that a new population of students arrived 
in the schools in the late1970s, who for non-school reasons found 
themselves unable to cope with school life. As one submission to 
Youth and the Law put it, These children have not acquired the life- 
suls which are informally part of the school system and, therefore, 
they cannot participate in a classroom setting'.lm A Deputy Principal 
of a primary school described a playground world of gangs, vandal- 
ism, verbal abuse and violence, adding that T h e  majority of these 
children's parents acknowledge their children's antisocial behaviour 
but have lost control in directing them due to inconsistent measures - 
of discipline and parental supervision'.10' These parents had had ad- 
vice and assistance from the local social worker, the school guidance 
officer and the police community liaison officer, to no apparent avail. 

The evidence sketched here does not strongly support the thesis 
that the schools themselves are failing their weaker pupils. It tends to 
point to prior causes, causes which operate earlier and deeper than 
school practices (though obviously school discipline failures can 
make matters even worse). 

Child abuse and neglect was also considered a contributing cause to 
the crime rise. There are a number of difficulties in discussing this 
claim. One is a paucity of evidence: Western Australia has no pub- 
licly available long-term analysis upon which we can draw. Another 
is the elasticity of the concepts. All will agree that rape or persistent 
and pointless beatings are forms of abuse, but the surrounding 
penumbra of possibilities is a very grey area. A parent trying to keep 
a child in line with physical punishment may well be doing the best 
he or she knows, and using methods accepted by peers and the Child. 
Welfare professionals who would prefer some other fonns of control 
may simply be reflecting nothing more objective than their own 
judgement and milieu. 

The absence of evidence makes it impossible to say whether 
serious abuse or neglect of children increased in the early 1980s. Sub- 
missions to the Select Committee are not reported as noting child 
abuse as a significant causal factor in Western Australia, with the 
exception of one youth worker from Karratha who commented on a 
high incidence of sexual abuse as a cause. The Longmore survey has 

100 Youth wd th hw, page 21. 
101 Bid, page 12. 
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nothing to say on the subject, but Phil Watts' personal view is  that 
quite a few girls who end up as serious offenders have suffered sex- 
ual abuse in the past. 

Child abuse seems to be a very mu& smaller problem than juve- 
nile misbehaviour. Thorpe's study of reports of child maltreatment in 
four months of 1987 found that 672 reports were made, of which 228 
were found to be substantiated and a further 108 thought to be 'at 
risk'.'" This would suggest an annual figure of about 700 substanti- 
a ted maltreatment cases and 324 'at riskkases, or somewhere around 
1000 in total. By contmst, in the year 198-7, juveniles were convict- 
ed of 33,000 offenca in the Children's Court." We do not h o w  how 
many distinct individuals committed these offences. If, on average, 
offenders committed five offences, there would have been 6,600 
offenders. Unless the inddence of crime is very much higher than 
this, juvenile of fenders seem to outnumber child maltreahnent cases 
quite substantially. It seems to follow that relatively few juvenile 
offenders can have become so as a result of parental maltreatment. 

The Western Australian government's 'Advisory and Coordinat- 
ing Committee on Child A h '  holds that intemaHona1 studies show 
a strong link between child abuse and delinquency. Reviewing this 
literature, James Q. Wilson and Richard 3. Hemstein conclude that 
There is strong evidence that abusive homes produce more aggress- 
ive children, and there are good reasons for supposing that early 
aggressiveness in the family is associated with later aggressiveness 
outside the family, but an abusive home is 'ody an imperfect indica- 
tor of the existence of a complex array of factors that contribute to 
criminality.. .. Some abusive parents will teach their children to 
express their frustrations by resorting to violent action, but the object 
of the child" later violence can vary greatly depending on other 
aspects of the family experience and on the situation in which he 
finds himeIY.104 To evaluate the child abuse thesis takes us into the 
wider question of parenting practices question too broad to be 
dealt with here. 

The Longmore m e y  has established beyond all doubt a very 
strong comelation between drug and alcohol abuse and crime. Most of 

102 David Thorp, P a t h s  of ChiZd Profedion btmmtion attd W c e  D d i w y m  
Ref"f 4 n Pilot Project, University of Western Australia Crime Research 
Centre, April 1991, Table 2, page 9. 

103 ABS CaZ. No. 41 03.5, C ~ n p m d i m  of Demog~qdric and Social Statisticst W&em 
Australia, Table 8.4, page 9 2  

104 Witson and Herrnstein, op. d,, page 261. 
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the survey group were found to have high levels of abuse: daily can- 
nabis use (25 per cent), weekly binge drinking (28 per cent), daily (1 0 
per cent) or regular (33 per cent) amphetamine use, and regular Z S P  
type drug use (27 per cent). Nearly half used at least one drug (other 
than tobacco) daily; two thirds used one or more drugs at least once a 
week Nearly half of the 281 alcohol users reported usually drinking 
more than a bottle of spirits or twelve cans of beer in a single 
session.'& 
We have no proof that total drug and alcohol abuse amongst the 

young grew rapidly in the early eighties. It does seem likely that the 
intensity of consumption by some groups grav, for there are no 
reports of such intense consumption before this one. Some dmgs are 
new arxivdls on the scene, most especially amphetamines and glue- 
sniffing. No-one doubts that dmgs and alcohol are the proximate 
causes of much crime. We need to look deeper, however, before we 
can count this consumption as a cause in its own right. 

Behind this intense consumption is a strong desire 'to escape 
reality and stress', as Watts puts it. It is obvious that this self-des- 
tructive behaviour is closely related to family experiences. Watts con- 
cludes that Whilst it is uncertain whether the family situation is 
causing drug taking or vice versa, the results are dear-dmgs are not 
a problem isolated from the families of juveniles'.106 Research into 
drug addiction seems to show that drug risk is almost entirely pre 
dicted by family factors.107 Equally certainly, juvenile offending is 
closely related to both the drug abuse and the family failures. Fur- 
thermore, The strong association between family dysfunction and 
drug use ... means that family interventions should be an integral 
part of the [drug abuse] treatment process. Without the family 
therapy component, treatment is likely to have reduced efficacy'.'m 

One deeper kind of cause might be psychological or psychiatric con- 
ditions. Almost one quarter of the Longmore sample were rated as 
clinically depressed; quite a few had suicidal tendencies. To &en- 
tangle these mental problems fiom the drug-taking or from other 
social problems is obviously no easy matter. One might also note that 
'only' one quarter were rated as clinically depressed-the rate is 

105 Watts, op. dt., pages 8-12. 
106 W,, page17. 
107 See Richard Blum and associates, Horatio Algefs ChWm,  San Francisco, 

f O S S ~ ~ - & ~ S S ,  1 972, 
108 Watts, op. c i f ,  page 19. 
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surely much higher than that of the general teenage population, but it 
is not vesy strongly cornelated with crime. 

Wardship, as such, is unlikely to be counted as a cause of juvenile 
offending, though it does seem to correlate somewhat with offending, 
particularly serious repeat offending. Children become wards as a 
result of family failure to care and protect them, and it is this prior 
failure which is likely to be the basic cause of subsequent criminal 
behaviou. Often neither foster homes nor Departmental hostels can 
control such youths. Youih and fhe tau reports a submission which 
speaks of young people in hostels who 'offend as regular as clock- 
work, because they are all mixing with each other1-not a good 
refledion on the Department's achievements.1~ 

Between 1984 and 1989 the number of young people in substitute 
care fell by 40 per centFO The trend is running in the opposite dir&- 
ion to what we would expect if it were a cause of crime; if anything, it 
seems to suggest that reduction in substitute care may have conhibu- 
ted to the crime rise. However, we have no independent reason to 
assume tktat to be the case. 

Family Breakdown 
Having considered all but one of the possible 'causes of offending' 
l i s t d  in Ymth and the Sao, we can turn back to the one cause which i t  
lists first but deals with most peremptorily: family breakdawn. Here the 
evidence od a causal relation to  crime is strong-though perhap not 
quite complete or conclusiveat both the macro and the micro levels. 

We can begin with the "micro' evidence of the Lungmore survey. 
When the 409 youths were ask& their c u m a t  address on admission, 
it was found that only twenty per cent of these young people were 
living with both their parents, and only 56 per cent wene living with 
any of their parents. Three quarters were not living with their father; 
half were not living with their mother. Twenty per cent were living in 
a two-paren t family; presumably even less than twenty per cent were 
living with both their biological parents, h answer to the question 
'Are your parents still together?' 68 per cent answered M, 32 per 
cent answered Yes. This implies that of the 44 per cent living with 
neither parent, only 12 per cent had a two-parent family to which 
they might rehun?" 

109 Youthnndfkh,op..cif.,page11. 
If 0 Department for Community M c e s ,  Annual R q o r f  1990, page 14. 
111 Phil Watts, personal communication. 
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These remarkable facts about family structure are not exactly 
matched by the youths' perceptions of family relationships. Asked 
whether their parents had a good rela tionship, half said No, half said 
Yes, which does not fit well with the fact that 68 per cent of parents 
were not living together. However that question had a high level of 
invalid answers (78, or 20 per cent), possibly because the question 
made little sense to those whose parents had little or no relationship. 

The question 'How well do you get on with your mother?' 
resulted in 64 per cent answering 'good', 22 per cent saying "OK, 10 
per cent 'bad' and 5 per cent 'no relationship'. For fathers the 
response was worse: 46 per cent 'good', 28 per cent 'OK,, 13 per cent 
'bad' and 13 per cent 'no relationship'.l12 This suggests more positive 
contact between the youths and their parents than is indicated by the 
family structure questions. On this point Phil Watts remarks that 
people generally tend to report themselves as having better family 
relationships than other measures would indicate to be the case. It 
would be interesting to compare the responses here with responses 
from a random sample of the same age group. 
We know that, in the general population of 15-year olds in 

Western Australia in 1986,77.3 per cent were living with both natural 
parents, compared with less than 20 per cent in the Longmore 
sample. 14.5 per cent were living with one parent only and 8.3 per 
cent with one parent and a step parent."3 If these census figures are 
accurate then the number of 15year olds in the general population 
living with neither of their parents is statistically insignificant, yet in 
the Longmore sample it amounts to no less than 44 per cent. 

The "mo' level shows very high levels of famiIy brealdom. By 
far the most striking change in family life in Western Australia in 
recent times is the rise in the divorce rate, Before 1971 the divorce 
rate hovered around 4 divorces per year per 1000 manid  persons; 
since 1976 it has levelled off at around 12. Twelve per thousand may 
not sound much but it amounts to a divorce rate for newly-formed 
maniages of one in three, as against one in ten for marriages in the 
previous genera tion. (See Rgure 8.6.) 

Clearly this is a massive change, in its own way quite as striking 
as the rises in the mime rate about seven years later. The obvious 

112 Phil Watts, ~ n a l  communication. 
213 The Office of the Family, Government of Western Australia, Familks in Focus 

in Westem Austrdiaf ABS Cat. Nos 41055# 1988, Tables 8.d and &.e, pages 33, 
34. 
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Figure 8.6 Crude Divorce Rates WA 
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question is: are they related? Is the divorce boom a major cause of the 
crime wave? There are two ways of showing connections between 
them. One is to argue that no other changes occurred in the relevant 
period-the early 1980s-which could possibly account for the rise in 
crime. We have shown that most of the possible causes listed in Youth 
and the Law cannot be causesY4 The other is to show directly that the 
juvenile offenders of the late 1980s came from families which had 
broken up in the divorce boom. The Longmore survey seems strong 
evidence that this is the case. In Figure 8.6 the relation between the 
divorce rise and the mime UpSUTge is indicated, showing a seven- 
year time lag between one rise and the other. Such a lag is as one 
might expect, if divorce is a cause of crime, for on this view the 

124 Child abuse may be a cause but it may also be a by-product of family break- 
down, since most child abuse involves sole parent and Wended' families. 
Thorpe found that of 672 reported abuse cases only 30 per cent involved 
children living with both of their biological parer16 49 per cent involved sole 
parent families, and 18 per cent blended families (Thorp, op. cif., Table 4# 
page 12). However, we do not know what percentage of abusers ere men- 
h r s  of the chi1d"s family, so nothing much can be said about the pmmses at 
work here. 
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disruptive effcxts on a young child's development will be likely to 
manifest themselves in the social arena at adolescence, 

hterwtingly, the figures on a-nuptial births in Western Austm- 
lia show no sudden rise in the 1970s, but rather a steady propsion 
from 5.6 percent of all biihs in 1961 to 22 per cent in 1989."5 There is 
here no dramatic change capable of accounting for the suddenness of 
the mid-1980s crime rise. Most unmamed mothers identify a father 
on the birth form for their children, though of course it is ques- 
tionable how stable these relations are in reality. Teenage ex-nuptial 
birth are wen less suited to explaining the crime rise: the numbers 
rose from 610 in 1966 to 1,033 in 1971, dropped to 971 in 1976, then 
rose again to 1,057 in 1981 and lJ20 in 1986."6 The h a n g s  here are 
not great and the numbers are insuffiaent to account for any great 
changes in overall juvenile behaviour. In 1986 only about 3.5 per cent 
of all 17-year olds would have been born to unmarried teenage moth- 
ers, no great increase on the percentage in 1981. By contrast, in 1986 
22.7 per cent of all 15-year olds had experienced the divorce or 
separation of their parents. 

Welfare Dependency and the Underclass Hypothesis 
Another possible cause of the crime boom is welfare dependency, which 
has risen dramatically in the relevant period. We have seen that 
income poverty is not a cause of mime, but it remains possible that 
the cause is to be found in 'underclass poverty', poverty which goes 
with long-term welfare dependency, and which seems to lead to anti- 
social behaviour problems. Can it be shown that underclass poverty 
is strongly associated with crime and that it rose in ways which 
might have causd the recent crime increases? 

There is no doubt that long-term adult welfare dependency rose 
rapidly in the 1970s and 1980s. Both long-term unemployment and 
long-term sole parenthood increased vastly in this period. Between 
1971 and 1986 the number of long-term unemployment beneficiaries 
(over six months on benefits) rose from about 300 to about 25000 (at 
the height of an economic boom period)."' Today, with unemploy- 

I15 Familk in Focrcs tit Wartt*rr Australia, Chart 73, page 26; Cmnpndium, Chart 
22, p a e  27. 

116 Calculated from Fm7ies in Fonrs in W & m  Ausfrdia, Table 7,h, page 25. 
127 Estimated fmm the Australian f i v  given in Bettina Cass, I n c m  S u e  

fir the UmmpIqed in AustraIk Towrds a More Act iw System, Social Security 
Review, Canberra, AGPS, 1988, pages 674,177, assuming that the Western 
Australian figure is one-tenth that fat Australia. 
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ment nearly twice the 1986 level, the number is certain to be very 
much higher. 

Similarly with sole parents (again working from Australia-wide 
figures). In June 1974 there were 105,000 sole parents receiving wel- 
fare payments in Australia; in June 1986 the figure was 268,400. In 
1986,34 per cent of Class A widows (most of whom were not widows 
but divorced or separated women) had been on the pension for 5-10 
years; 16 per cent had been on the pension for over ten years. Al- 
though sole parent pensions became widely available only in 1973, 
already by 1982 13 per cent of sole mother beneficiaries had been 
receiving the benefit for more than five years; by 1986 that figure had 
risen to 17 per cent. In '1986 the official median durations were 5.7 
years for Class A widows and 2.8 years for female SPB recipients."g 
Actually the real median durations are probably much higher than 
this, because these figures refer only to median durations for each 
period of receipt, not to median durations per total period of receipt 
for each recipient (this figure is not made public). No doubt many 
recipients went on and off the pension a number of times. Taking this 
into account could well boost the median durations quite consider- 
ably. 

The underclass hypothesis holds that a Life of welfare dependency 
distorts the social experience and attitudes of those who fall captive 
to it. Far from welfare support integrating such families into the com- 
munity, the overall effect is disintegrative# breaking up couples into 
non-working males and struggling sole mothers, with children who 
are loosely controlled and poorly socialised. The children of such 
families tend to feel little sense of obligation to the society which 
'supported' them Rather, they often fail to learn the habits required 
to become economically productive; they feel acute anger, boredom, 
envy and exclusion; they can see no fume for themselves in main- 
stream society. Some have no respect for either public or private pro- 
perty. To protect their fragile egos they unite into militant gangs such 
as 'the KGB'. Like little children they desperately need the attention 
of mature adults but they cannot handle one of the bask messages of 
adult society, which is that they should 'get a job' and become self- 
supporting. Consequently their attention-seeking becomes a danger- 
ous game in which they set out to break the rules of society (particu- 
larly through such activities as high-speed car chases in which the 

118 Judy Raymond, Bringing Up Children None: Policies fw S o k  Parents, WSocial 
Swsurity M e w ,  Canberra, AGE, 1987, p a p  51,62. 
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police can be engaged and targeted) while learning to plead innocent 
and victimised when brought to account for themselves by societfs 
authorities. Their lives become a mixture of depression and false bra- 
vad4 in which drugs and alcohol mask from them their real predi- 
cament while also providing the temporary illusion that they are 
powerful and important. 

The basic problem with these children seems to be that they have 
never enjoyed the pleasures and the hard lessons of s.tructwed family 
life, a form of life characterised by 'a pragmatic blend of love and dis- 
cipline' (to use John Embling's very apt phrase).fig Both in their 
families and in their relations with the wider community they have 
failed to learn that with rights go responsibilities (also an Embling 
motto). 

This is a familiar and all too plausible story, though we lack some 
of the direct evidence needed to fully test the hypothesis. In parti- 
cular we have no direct evidence connecting juvenile crime with wel- 
fare dependency. All we can say about this is that family breakdown, 
which is connected with juvenile h e ,  itself tends to lead to welfare 
dependency, through dependency on sole parent benefits. A studyt 
along the lines of Watts' work, of the welfare history of juvenile 
offenders and their families would go a long way towards settling 
this issue* 

At its core the underclass hypothesis asserts a statistically strong 
connection between four phenomena: 
(1) unbalanced state welfare incentives or poorly designed welfare 

eligibility criteria; 
12) high levels of sole parenthood, unstable de fado relationships, and 

long-term unemployment; 
(3) poor quality parenting practices; 
(4) high levels of anti-social behaviour such as crime, drug addiction, 

voluntary unemployment and school truancy. 
That (21 and (4) are today real and important social phenomena can 
hardly be denied by anyone acquainted with the evidence. The truth 

:I9 John Embling, Fragnmtd Lives: A Darker Side 4 Australh Life, RhRingwoolE, 
Penguin, 1986, page 100. The importance of family in forming character is in 
some ways obvious, in other ways often wholly ignored. It is nicely brought 
out in M, Scott Peck, Tke Road Les  TmueIled, London, Rider, 1985, and Paul 
PearsaU, The Power of the Family, New York, Bantam, 1991. Moira Eastman's 
work is a valuable survey of the research into these questions and its many 
mifications: see her FurniIy. The Vital Factor, Melbourne, CollinsDove, 1989. 
Peck, Pearsall and Eastman all show that belief in the importance of family is 
in no way a matter of exclusively 'middle-class* values. 



of (I) is controversial, but the accumulated evidence is substantial.'2" 
(3) is a more difficult matter, since social research has no very good 
access to people's private lives, and what counts as good parental 
behaviour is somew ha t-though not endlessl y-debata ble. 

The underclass hypothesis is relatively strong 0x1 three out of four 
of its components. As for internal correlations, we have seen a strong 
correlation between (4) and (Z), and it is possible that (4) and (2) 
correlate strongly with welfare dependency, which is in turn likely to 
be a product of (1 1. The evidence presented here suggests a causal 
sequence from (1) to (2) to (3) to (4). The case is not conclusive, parti- 
cularly in relation to (3). But even without (3) we still have a mode 
mtely strong claim to consider. It is strengthened by the evidence of a 
time lag from (1) to (2) to (4), with the temporal direction indicative 
of the causal process. If this evidence is moderately strong then it will 
need to be taken into account in the way we design our welfare 
institutions, polides and practices. 

In a fuller analysis it would be necessary to discuss the relation 
between the underclass hypothesis and Aboriginality. There is little 
doubt that Aboriginal people are more welfaredependent than the 
rest of the population. In the 1986 census Aboriginal people were 
found to have an unemployment rate of 39 per cent, compared with 
9.4 per cent for the total pop~lation.'~~ Aboriginal families with 
dependent children also showed relatively high levels of family 
breakdown. According to Families in Focus, in 1986 there were 4130 
two-parent and 2242 oneparent Aboriginal families with dependent 
children in Western Australia--about 35 per cent sole parent families, 
compared with about 16 per cent for the rest of the population. The 
ratio in Perth was 6535; in the agsicultural areas it was 7228; in the 
pastoral regions it was 6733; so there is no great variation between 
regions of the Sta te.lZ 

These broad figures are consistent with what we would expect on 
the underclass hypothesis, if we are trying to explain Aboriginal 
'over-representation' in aime. But other explanations may be poss- 

120 See, far Instance, Alan Tapper, Tha Fnmrly in the Weljke Sfale, Sydnep, Allen 
and Unwin, 1990, pages Gff. Detailed analysis of sole parent pensions and 
average two-parent family incomes, taking into account taxation, welfare 
fringe benefits and family size, seems to show that the pensioner family is lit- 
tle, if at all, worse off than the average two-parent family. With Homeswest 
housing the pensioner will be distinctly M e r  off. An analysis of this sort is 
foxthcorning. 

121 ABS, Cat. No. 4207.5, Abm*ghls in Western Aasfmlb# 1989, Table 5.1, page 
-, 
Zb. 

122 Fmi l i a  in Focus, Table 2b, page 7. 
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ible or necessary. The ~ c u l d e s  of Aboriginal historEd dispossess- 
ion and the possibility of racial discrimination need aha to be taken 
into account. We are hampered in doing this because census data on 
Aboriginal people are poor, making trends difficult to trace. mere is 
plenty of first-hand evidence to suggest that many Aboriginal people 
are doing very well, in education and the workforce and in their 
families, at a time when the Aboriginal &me rate also appears to be 
rising.) Testing the underclass hypo thesis also r q u i m  us to compare 
like with like. It is at least arguable that the Aboriginal crime rate is 
no higher than that of non-Aborigines with the same levels of 
employment, education, income, we1 fare dependency, and family 
breakdown. The complexity of these issues and the paucity of good 
widence makes definite judgements impossible at this stage. 

Foming Some Poli y Guidelines 
On the evidence presented here, the key to reducing youth crime and 
disaffection seems to be to help keep f a r n i b  together and to increase 
parents' work commitment. To achieve the fiat of these we need to 
make government-funded sole parenthood financially less attractive 
and to r e r e  some work commitment. This can be done with no 
injustice to sole parents, since sole parents can fairly be expected to 
participate in the workforce at least at the level typical now of mar- 
ried mothers. The incentives in favour of separation are now very 
considerable: Gscd incidence analysis by the ABS (counting all taxes 
and all social expenditure) shows that in 1988-89 governments in 
Australia gave sole parent families an average net support of $224 
per week, or $11,648 per year; two-parent families, on the other hand, 
were net losers of $62 per week, or $3,224 per year.'* 

To increase work commitment more generally, welfare benefits 
for the unemployed need to be tied to a work or vocational tmining 
requirement. The assumption that welfare payments are a 'right', 
involving no reciprocal commitment to the community, was never 
plausible and is no longer widely shared. Commitment to the corn 
munity can be demonshated by workfare, which is widely used in 
Scandinavia and coming to be accepted in the US. The rationale for 
workfar-making welfare conditional upon acceptance of work 
offered or of vocational training-has to be cultural, not economic, 

123 ABS, Cat. No. 6537.4 The Efieds of Gwemment B w t s  md Tam on HousehoId 
Irzwnre, 199% Table 5, page 19. 
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for it is not cheap to administer. Its value is that it does seem to 
increase the self-esteem of long-term welfare dependants, it makes 
thm far more marketable in the labour force, and it reduces counter- 
productive and self-destructive behaviour such as aime. 

Some of these general policy strategies may be adopted in some 
small degree in the future. A Coalition Federal government might in- 
crease work requirements for sole parents with chiIdren over the age 
of 12. A work-for-benefit scheme is also being proposed, on a two- 
days-per-week basis for those who have been unemployed for nine 
months. State politicians might lobby for such schemes in Canbm, 
but Sta te=leveI policies n e d  to be devised which might succeed with- 
out support at the Federal Iwel. To do so, however, will require con- 
siderably more clarity of purpose than is presently evident in Depart- 
ment for Community Development publications. In turn, State wel- 
fare authorities should accept that income support is a Federal res- 
ponsibility, that current income support levels are at least adequate 
(sometimes making recipients better off than they would be if mar- 
ried or in the workforce), and that the State government's role is to 
cope as best it can with the behavioral problems which follow from 
the sort of Federally-funded welfare state that we have. 

Much of what has been implicitly argued thus far is quite in 
accord with the Departmenfs official goals. These indude 'maximis- 
ing opportunities for those with serious welfare problems to resume 
a constructive role in the community', 'minimising the impact of 
those conditions that generate community needs for welfare services', 
and 'strengthening the capacity of those individuals, families, groups 
and c o m m i t  ies experiencing difficulties or problem to resolve 
them at an early staget.'24 At this level of generality there is little 
disagreement; the Department's critics, however, doubt that in 
practice it has done much towards realising these goals. 

Institutional design 
DCD is a large organisation, with a staff of 1,600 and a budget in 
1990-91 of $110m. Its expenditure for that year breaks up into the 
following categories (showing in brackets the proportion which is 
spent through non-government agencies, which totals $28m): 
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Carporate services $1 2m 
Faml ty and individual sewices $33m ($lam NGA) 
Substitute care services $21 m ($5.5rn NGA) 
Child protection $6m 
Financial & material assistance $ I l m  ($0.7mNGA) 
Youth $4m ($1.3m NEA) 
Juvenile justice $1 9m ($1.4m NGA) 
Community affairs $5m ($1 rn NG A) 

On the face of it these seem like worthy social expenditures, but 
their merits depend entirely on the quality of performance. DClYs 
performance is commonly the subject of a number of serious criti- 
cisms: 

it is a top-heavy, desk-bound bureaucracy, in which career ad- 
vancemen t matters more than job performance; 

* it is highly intrusive in the lives of those it is seeking to %elp', 
sometimes disrupting and disturbing people who have done no 
wrong and who feel they have no redress against the Depart- 
ment; 
it is governed by a welfarist mentality, which seeks ultimately to 
make its clients more, not less, dependent on the state; 
itisaslavishfolloweroffashiominthewelfaremarket-place; 

* it lacks any standards of efficiency and cost-effectiveness; 
a it has far too much autonomy and is subject to no external 

smtiny. 
In short, it is accused of being a bureaucratic empire, of espedal dis- 
tastefulness because it has such power over private family We. 

In reply it might be urged fha t 
* some of the Deparhnenfs functionsare statutoryrequirements, 

reflecting not its internal processes but considered community 
values; 

* the uime upsurge, and the underlying social problems, are on a 
scale far beyond what the Department--or the pol icwan cope 
with; 

* the soda1 problems it deals with are particularly intractable ones, 
and no*ne can claim to have 'answemfm 
It is not possible here to argue any definite position on these mat- 

tes; to do so must be a matter of detail, some of which is not readily 
accessible outside the Department. An incoming Minister, however, 
must make decisions, and any decisions must in effect take a stand 
on the rationale and performance of the Department. In the absence 
of a detailed critique of the Department the best course seems to be a 
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review process which tackles the most difficult objections, pardcu- 
larly those which relate to family breakdown and welfare depend- 
ency. Those in the Department who think they can demonstrate 
success in helping families and promoting workforce involvement 
wiu stand to gain from such a review; and those who do not accept 
the analysis put forward here would have plenty of opportunity to 
present a better case, 

The recent re-naming of the Department for Cornunity Semites 
as the 'Department for Community Development' may herald a shift 
of emphasis, from service-provision to community-building. The 
rationaIe for such a shift might be that crime and other social ills ori- 
ginate in poorly planned communities. This view should be required 
to specify what is meant by the protean notion of 'community' and to 
indicate what evidence we have for believing that improving 
'community' will reduce these problems. It may be that poor 
communities are the effects of other causes which lead to crime. 

Tn this debate it is important to bear in mind the evidence we 
have about people's sense of identity. h a recent study which asked 
respondents to list those characteristics which determime how they 
see their identity, the following categories were listed as 'very 
important': 

Family gmup member 
'Australian" 
Gender 
Occupation 
Ethnic background 
'State' 
Tow Wdlstridm 
Religion 
Supporter of sports club 
Race 
Age 
Member af pmfessional association 
Supporter of political party 
Social class 
Member of a trade union 
mchael Emmison and Mark Western, "Social Mass and Social 
Identity: A Comment on Marshall st ai.', Sociology, 7990, Vol. 24, 
No. 2, pages 241-63, page 247.1 
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Govenunents wishing to improve social integration might be 
advised to study lists of this sort. The commonsense notion of com- 
munity is perhaps closest to Town/District'. Smaller community 
units such as ethnic clubs, churches and sporting organisations are 
important and could be encouraged. But by far the most important 
unit is the family (with work also high on the list). Such B p e s  help 
to show why loss of family connectedness leads to social disruption, 
and why substitutes for it are so difficult to provide. In general, gov- 
ernment policies which hinder or disrupt the family are likely to be 
very disruptive to individuals' sense of their own identity. Con- 
verselyC governments which wish to foster 'cornmumi ty development' 
will need to be sensitive to ways of supporting families. 

The Lawrence government's social policy was presented as a 
5ocial Justice Strate&. Its main instruments were the Community 
and Family Commission, seen as a way of discovering policy direct- 
ions by consulting broadly in the community (the results of which 
were published as Speaking Out, Taking Part)'" and the 'Social Ad- 
vantage' statement which foLlowd the Commissiort's report. Some of 
these initiatives were responses to a clear sense of social and family 
decline, and in that way appropriate. This is not the place to disrruss 
them in detail, but simply to highlight the mismatch between the 
'social justice' banner and the kind of practical policy steps presently 
needed. 

'Social justice' is a misnomer for the main social task of any con- 
temporary government. That task is one of helping, or perhaps 
requiring, 'disadvantaged' 'underclass' people to become functioning 
citizens. To see this as a matter of justice is to see these people as 
making claims against the rest of the community, daims which 
deserve to be considered and accepted. But the underclass is not an 
organised group looking to the community for recognition. Its main 
problem is its disorganisation, and t;& is a matter which is tmUeIy 
to be resolved by a policy of impersonal ' c o m i t y  development' 
carried out by State government agencies. The disorganisation is 
much deeper and more personal.'26 

'Community development', if it is to help these people, will need 
to teach ordinary elementary competencies: how to stay in school, 
how to learn, how to sustain a family, how to find and keep work, 

125 Office of the Family, Government of Western Australia, 1992. 
I On this theme see the ludd and fair discussion of the American poverty 

debate in Lawrence M. Mead, The New Politics of Poverty: 7% Nonmrka'ttg Pow 
in A-m, New York, Basic Books, 1992. 
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how to keep off drugs and alcohol, how to resist the temptations of 
crimeJ how to deal with the remnants of radst and other a b u s ~ o m -  
petendes which are nomlly  taught within family life. The asmpt -  
ion must be that underclass people, both parents and children, want 
to conform to mainstream value-they are not a counter-culture 
but at present do not know how to. But these values can be conveyed 
only by those who are strongly committed to them, and in the 
wehre field such commitment can not be taken for granted. 

It is far from obvious that DCD is well equipped to carry out this 
very practical task. The objections to it taking on this role are both 
institutional and matten of professional culture. A general review, 
externally conducted, is the best means to rspond to those objm- 
ions. But w e  also need to find ways of improving internal assessment. 

Performance assessment 
One of the highest priorities at present is to develop credible 
'performance indicators'. (These will be needed whether or not some 
of DCVs functions are bansferred to private welfare agencies, for in 
the end M3D will decide allocations to those agencies.) Welfare 
bodies have an interest in empire-building. Welfare dents  can be 
tempted to rely on unnecessary government handouts. Welfare 
assessment can easily become a 'conspiracy' between both parties to 
increase giveaways and cover up inefficiencies. For this reason 
tougher than usual m t i n y  is r q i r e d .  

There is a more basic point here. The fundamental objective of 
welfare policy must be to foster independence and stable f a d e s  
which create independent adults. We have seen that welfare depend- 
ency appears to be socially destructive. To combat this destructive- 
ness the only way forward-if we rule out the possibility of 
abolishing or minimising welfare entitlements-& welfare practices 
which counterad dependency. It follows that successful welfare prac- 
tice will tend to be cost-saving and empire-reducing. At present all 
the incentives facing service providers work in. the other direction. 
Performance indicators must be designed so that they reward those 
who dwelop independence. 

Here it is essential that the indicators not be written by the 
Department or by its dient welfare agenaes. The design of pdorm- 
ance indicators for business is now a specialist skill, and the govern- 
ment should not hesitate to make use of such skills in the welfare 
field. (Another necessary reform, which ties in with this, is to not 
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reward expenditure as such. Spending less than budget allocations 
shovld be a prima-facie sign of success and efficiency, not of incm- 
petence.) Furthemore, performance assessments should be pub- 
lished, fully summa-, in each yeafs Annual Report. 

The Deparhnent has a history of carefdly managed 'reviews', in 
which outside criticism is muffled and diverted. Since the welfare 
culture is so pervasive, in the end success in ensuring proper stand- 
ards will rest heavily upon the initiative of the Minister. However, 
there is also a clear need for a review body of some sort. Whether this 
should be a permanent role or a temporary taskforce is open to 
debate. Since longstanding bodies are prone to be captured by the 
relevant interest groups, an balance it seems better that any review 
body should be short-lived. Its main task should be to defme the 
social role and strategy of DCD and to require IXD to show that it is 
performing positively in that role. It is essential that the review 
should be c a n i d  out in the open, with plenty of opportunity for 
public comment, though other more objective evidence is also requi- 
red. 

Something like this was conducted by the Legislative Review of 
1991, but that review was effectively in the hands of the Department 
(six of the review committee of eight were Departmental officers, and 
the ofher two were generally sympathetic) and its terms of reference 
did not cover the Department's current performance. Much the same 
is true of the 1984 review, The Wellbeing of fhe People, which in the 
final analysis contained barely a &tical word about the Department, 
except to urge more of the same. 

As the budgetary figures above show, only about one quarter of 
IXVs budget is spent by non-government welfare agencies. Exclud- 
ing from the remainder administration costs and about $12m of Com- 
monwealth money specifically mandated for supported accommoda- 
tion, there is approximately $60m spent by DCD which might be 
spent by private welfare. There is no obvious reason why govern- 
ment bodies should have a monopoly on this spending. As part of a 
review of its operations, DCD should be required to show good 
reason why this money, and the powers that go with it, should be 
part of the public service bureaucracy. Most of private welfare fund- 
ing ($18m) now falls under the DCD description of 'family and indi- 
vidual services'; some of it ($5.5m) under 'substitute care sewicest. 
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Private welfare might wen be encouraged to take on more of a rule in 
the remaining areas. 

It is exceptionally difficult for public officials to deal construe 
tively with severely 'troubled children and teenagers. Young people 
from families with no consistent rules are not at all likely to respect 
the rule-bearers of society, unless personal connections are esbb 
lished which build a bond of trust. What is required is constant, 
almost daily contact, on a scale possible normally only in the family. 
To create family-like settings, affections and disciplines involves 
almost a full-time commitment, which conventional public senrants 
and even social workers have no reason to give. 

Some exceptional individuals and small groups win give this sort 
of commitment. They should be sought out and encouraged. Such 
work is best done on a contract basis, Those interested to do it should 
be allowed to tender for tasks. Public service social, workers should 
be used only when such people can not be found. Most will applaud 
the initiative and dedication of people such as John Embling in Mel- 
bourne or, in Perth, Teen Challenge (which the Department does 
support). Many, however, are highly sceptical a bout the motivations 
and the achi wements of soda1 work professionals. 

The main difficulty with a privatisation strategy in the welfare 
field is that the dominant culture in the larger private organisations is 
very little different horn that of the State bureaucracy. The larger 
bodies have absorbed the standard social work conviction that 'the 
poor' are 'victims' of vague impersonal social forces. Under the aegis 
of this idea they have turned from close but critical involvement in 
the lives of those they would assist, to a mixture of handouts and 
sympathy- 

The much-needed but difficult work of reconciliation in f a d e s  
and returning people to the workforce can be accomplished, with the 
right motivations. Those who can do this work should be sup- 
ported-though some who want to do i t  are so opposed to the 
welfare mentality that they will take no government money for the 
purpose. The role of DCD must be nothing more than to clear the 
way for such people and then to stand aside, though with some 
overall sautiny to ensure that the power granted is not abused. It is 
important that soda1 work projects be openly and fairly tendered for, 
and that performance by contractors be measured as rigorously as 
possible. 
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Coping With Crime 
It is not the place here to debate the merits of the 1992 Serious Repeat 
Offenders legislation. It is probably too early to judge its effects (car 
theft declined last year, but sexual assault doubled and serious 
assault is still rising). Much will depend on what is done to accom- 
pany the tougher penalties. Criminologists agree that certainty of 
punishment matters more than severity, and certainty requires both a 
stronger police presence and less discretion in the courts. 

Beyond that our best guide is the work of John Braithwaite in his 
recent Crime, Shame nnd Reintegrfi~n.~~~ Braithwaite's thesis is that 
crimeduction requires a steady effort at all levels of society to 
shame offenders, in ways which make quite dear the moral un- 
acceptability of crime while still leaving the offender room for recon- 
ciliation with the rest of society. Obviously this is often difficult to 
achieve, and in some cases it might be close to impossible. 

Some of Braithwaite's evidence is strongly relevant to the 
argument presented here. In his view 'reintegrative shaming' is part 
of the normal process of socialisation w i t h  the family. Arguably, it 
is the loss of this experience in highly fragmented families which 
leaves so many young people ilkquipped to adapt to adult society. 
He notes evidence showing that young people are most strongly 
deterred from dime by the thought of what their h m i k  and fiends 
would think.128 And he defends the importance of having families 
and friends appear in court with offenders, just because this is an 
effective fom of shaming. South Australia is  now moving to intro- 
duce parental liability for damages for criminal acts by their children; 
this too deserves close consideration, and should not be opposed on 
the grounds that welfare-dependent parents cannot pay, for welfare 
payments are quite adequate to cover some damages costs. 

The art of reintegrative shaming is one which both police and 
social workers need to master. At present it is arguable that police 
have a better grasp of it dnan do the social workers. A review of DCD 
might consider senIously whether much that is  now spent on State 
welfare would not be better spent extending community policing. 
There is good anecdotal evidence that where a i m e  rates have fallen 
in the North-West towns the cause has been not social work but 
police commitment to those conmunities. DCD staff shouId be requi- 

- - 

127 John Braithwaite, Crime, Shame a d  Rei~tegnrfim, Cambridge, Cambridge 
Univmity Press, 1989. 

128 Ibid., page 70. 
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red to produce evidence that their record in crime reduction is a 
credible one. 

Some offenders seem beyond reintegration by informal methods. 
As Watts' study shows, hundreds of young people lead lives of drug- 
taking, violence, aimlessness and desperation. In some of these cases 
something like psychiatric treatment is required, but at present very 
little psychological insight is being offered to them. Such insight will 
need to find ways of unravelling the effects of family failure and the 
welfare mentality. Family reconciliation will be part of this, but to 
achieve that will involve follow-up after release from detention, 
which at present is minimal. 

In hi 1984 Foreword to The Wellbeing of the People, the then 
Minister for Youth and Community Services, Keith Wilson, com- 
mended it 'to everyone who is mindful of the need to establish a 
fairer, more comprehensive, efficient and publicly acceptable pro- 
gramme of welfare throughout Western Australia'. That now s e e m  
like a very distant ideal. As we have seen, 1984 is a turning point in 
the recent history of wellare failure in Western Australia. Since then 
the social climate has altered dramatically, in some degree just 
because welfarist ideals have become so pervasive. A new welfare 
review wiU need to work with a more critical notion of fairness and 
more rigorous uiteria of effectiveness. Our problems today are the 
problems of welfare dependency, family breakdown and rising mime 
rates about which The Wellbeing of the People had almost nothing to 
say. Keith Wilson thought that that report would 'cover society's 
needs until the end of the decade and lay the basis for the next 
century'. Instead, as we can now see, it was out of zoufh almost from 
the moment of writing. 
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